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Abstract
The problem of transmit code design in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar systems is
addressed in this paper. The problem is considered in both colocated and widely separated antenna
radars in the presence of signal-dependent interference and target mobility. Due to complexity of exact
expressions of the optimal detector in the MIMO radars, information theoretic criteria are employed as
design metrics which results in a general form of non-convex optimization problems. In order to tackle
the problem, a novel technique based on the minorization-maximization (MaMi) algorithm is proposed
and solutions are presented under practical constraints on the transmit code, namely energy constraint,
peak-to-average-power ratio (PAR) constraint, and similarity constraint. Furthermore, the devised method
is extended to be robust against uncertainties of the clutter and interference statistics. Finally, numerical
examples are used to show the performance of the proposed technique in different situations.

Index Terms
Code design, information theoretic criteria, MIMO radar, minorization-maximization, peak-to-average
power ratio, robust

I. I NTRODUCTION
Transmit code design is an important design challenge in both single-antenna and multiple-antenna radar
systems, as it is shown to have a significant impact on the performance of such systems [1]. In particular,
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radars, that employ multiple antennas at both the transmitter
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and receiver side, have attracted much interest due to their flexibility of using different waveforms and
adaptivity for adjusting them to optimize desired performance criteria.
In general, MIMO radars have shown a better detection performance, more accurate estimation of
target parameters, and better resolutions compared to single-antenna radars [2]. There are two wellknown structures for such systems, namely colocated and widely separated antenna MIMO radars. In the
latter, the distances between transmit/receive antennas are much larger than the wavelength of transmitted
signals. This leads to statistical independence of the reflected signals from the target which provides
angular diversity and improves detection performance [3]. On the other hand, in colocated radars, the
distances between the transmit/receive antennas are about half of the wavelength of the transmitted signals.
In such systems, in contrast to phased-array radars, different waveforms can be transmitted simultaneously
from different transmit antennas. This property is referred to as waveform diversity and provides better
detection performance, better interference rejection, and more flexibility in generating radiation patterns
compared to phased-array radars [2].
Based on the above-mentioned properties, transmit waveform (code) design plays an important role in
determining the performance of both colocated and widely separated MIMO radars, and thus, much work
has been done in this area (see e.g., [2] and references therein). It is worth noting that the waveform
design in such systems depends on several parameters such as mobility of targets, the effect of the
signal-dependent interference (clutter), and practical limitations (e.g., peak-to-average power ratio (PAR)
considerations). Moreover, depending on the desired system, different design criteria might be used, e.g.,
criteria related to detection, estimation, classification, etc. [2].
Several works in the last decades have considered the waveform design for improvement of the detection
performance in single-antenna radars. However, most of the works are based on simplifying assumptions
such as neglecting the effect of the target mobility (i.e. Doppler shift), treating the clutter as a signalindependent interference, and/or assuming perfect a priori knowledge of the statistics of interference
[4, 5]. In some other works, clutter is modeled as a wide sense stationary Gaussian process or as a
response to a linear time-invariant system for the sake of simplicity [6]. In [7], the problem of code
design for single-antenna radars in the presence of clutter and target Doppler shift is addressed; then,
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the output of the receiver is maximized as a design
criterion (see also [8]).
In multiple-antenna radars, the problem of code design has been addressed for both colocated [1, 9]
and widely separated radars [10–13]. However, simplifying assumptions have been made especially on
the target Doppler shift, clutter nature and a priori knowledge about its statistics, as well as practical
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limitations (see e.g., [2, 14, 15] and references therein). Due to complex expressions of exact detection
performance metrics in MIMO radars (if any, [16]), information theoretic criteria [13, 17] or SINR [9, 18]
have been employed as design metrics. Note that in several situations, maximizing information theoretic
criteria can be theoretically justified while the maximization of SINR can not necessarily [15, 17, 19].
Another important issue in code design problems is practical limitations. As an important example,
in many applications, the sought code is supposed to be constant-amplitude/PAR-limited. However, this
fact is usually not considered [18] or is partially cared about. In other words, in several works, the code
design problem is dealt with no PAR constraint and then, a PAR-constrained code is synthesized from
the solution of the unconstrained problem. This procedure is associated with a significant performance
loss (see e.g., [6, 18, 20]).
In this paper, we consider the problem of transmit code design for both colocated and widely separated
MIMO radar systems in the presence of clutter. The aim is to improve the detection performance of a
moving target while dealing with practical/implementation limitations as well as uncertainties in a priori
knowledge of the interference. To this end, we employ an information-theoretic approach and cast the
problem of code design via maximization of information-theoretic criteria; namely, mutual information
and J-divergence. To account for the mostly common used practical/implementation limitations in the
radar signal design literature, energy, PAR, and similarity constraints are imposed to the design problems.
The constrained design problems are non-convex but all have a structure with respect to (w.r.t.) positive
semidefinite (psd) matrices (which can be assumed to be related to the SINR of the optimal detector) and
can be exploited to tackle the problems. Therefore, we devise a general method to obtain quality solutions
to the design problems associated with the design metrics. The method is based on applying minorizationmaximization technique to the functions of scalars/psd matrices and leads to obtain stationary points of the
problems under some mild conditions. We further robustify the design method to handle uncertainties w.r.t.
a priori knowledge of the clutter and (signal-independent) interference, which leads to multi-objective
optimization problems. To the best of our knowledge, no information-theoretic code design methodology
is addressed in the literature for robust constrained code design. The previous methods mostly design
the code via a relaxation of a constraint and then, synthesize the code to satisfy the desired constraint.
Moreover, they usually assume a perfect knowledge of the interference [9, 20].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the signal and system model for the
moving target in the presence of clutter is introduced which incorporates both colocated and widely
separated MIMO systems. This section also presents the optimal detector associated with the model.
We cast the constrained code design problems for the design metrics in Section III. This section also
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includes derivations of the proposed method to deal with the design problems via an iterative solving of
quadratically constrained quadratic programs (QCQPs). Solving the QCQPs subject to the desired constraints is discussed in Section IV. In Section V, the design methodology is extended to be robust against
interference uncertainties. Numerical results are provided in Section VI to illustrate the performance of
the proposed method. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
Notation: Bold lowercase letters and bold uppercase letters are used for vectors and matrices respectively. I N represents the identity matrix in CN ×N . 1 and 0 are the all-one and the all-zero vectors/matrices.
The Frobenius norm of a matrix X is denoted by kXk2F whereas the spectral norm of X is denoted
by kXk2 . The l2 -norm of a vector x is denoted by kxk22 . We show vector/matrix transpose by (·)T ,
the complex conjugate by (·)∗ , and the Hermitian by (·)H . The symbol ⊙ stands for element-wise
Hadamard product of matrices/vectors. tr(·) is the trace of a square matrix. The notations λmax (·) and
λmin (·) indicate the principal and the minor eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix, respectively. blkDiag(.)

denotes the block diagonal matrix formed by its arguments. vec(X) denotes the column-wise stacking
of the elements of matrix X . E{·} and ℜ(·) stand for the statistical expectation and real-part operators
respectively. The symbol CN (ω, Σ) denotes the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with
mean ω and covariance Σ. R+ represents non-negative real numbers. The notation A ≻ B (A  B )
N denotes the psd cone in CN ×N .
implies A − B is positive (semi)definite. Finally, S+

II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Signal and System Model
We consider a MIMO radar system with NT transmitter and NR receiver antennas. Let am =
[am (1), . . . , am (N )]T ∈ CN denote the transmit signal (code) from the mth transmit antenna with N

being the length of the code.
1) Colocated MIMO Radars: In the considered colocated MIMO radar, the distance among transmitter
antennas is assumed to be sufficiently small such that the reflected signals from a target are correlated
across the array and hence the whole array see the target at the direction θ0 with the reflection coefficient
α0 . Moreover, it is supposed that L clutter patches located at θ1 , · · · , θL interfere with the target detection

e(n), the NR × 1 vector of the received samples for the stationary target
at the cell under test. Therefore, r
at the cell under test at the time index n is given by [9]1 :
e
r (n) = α0 sr (θ0 )sTt (θ0 )sco (n)
1

A single target is assumed at the cell under test [2, 10] but the radar can deal with multi-target in the detection range.
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+

L
X
l=1

|

e(n), n = 1, · · · , N,
αl sr (θl )sTt (θl )sco (n) +v
{z

e
c(n)

(1)

}

e(n) are the receive array steering vector2 , transmit array steering vector,
where sr (θ),st (θ), e
c(n), and v
clutter, and (signal-independent) interference, respectively. Herein, sco (n) = [a1 (n), · · · , aNT (n)]T ∈

CNT denotes the transmit signal vector of the system at the time index n. Moreover, α0 and αl denote
the reflected coefficients associated with the radar cross section (RCS) as well as the propagation effects
of the target and the lth interference source, respectively. Then, considering target Doppler shift and
e(N )]T and V = [v
e(1), · · · , v
e(N )]T , the model in (1) is modified as
rearranging X = [e
r (1), · · · , r
X = α0 (A ⊙ P )Ψ(θ0 ) +A
{z
}
|
S

L
X

αl Ψ(θl ) + V ,

(2)

l=1

where X ∈ CN ×NR is the received signal matrix from the target at the cell under test contaminated with
P
the clutter component C = A L
l=1 αl Ψ(θl ) as well as the interference component V . Herein, Ψ(θ)

is the steering matrix corresponding to the look angle θ given by Ψ(θ) = st (θ)sTr (θ) ∈ CNT ×NR and
A ∈ CN ×NT is the transmit code matrix (to be designed) with An,m = am (n). Note that according to the
h
i h
iT
definitions of am and sco (n), we have A = a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . , aNt = sco (1), sco (2), sco (3), . . . , sco (N ) .

Also, the matrix P = [pd , ..., pd ] ∈ CN ×NT is the temporal steering matrix associated with target Doppler
shift with pd = [1, exp(j2πfd ), ..., exp(j2πfd (N − 1))]T , where fd is the normalized Doppler shift
associated with the moving target.
The covariance matrix of the signal component S can be found using Kronecker properties [21] as
n 
 
H o
Rs =E vec α0 (A ⊙ P )Ψ(θ0 ) vec α0 (A ⊙ P )Ψ(θ0 )

N NR
= I NR ⊗ [A ⊙ P ] T (I NR ⊗ [A ⊙ P ])H ∈ S+

(3)

where T = σs2 vec (Ψ(θ0 )) vec (Ψ(θ0 ))H , bbH and σs2 = E{α0 α∗0 }. Following the same procedure, for
the covariance matrix of the clutter component C we have
Rc = (I NR ⊗ A) Q (I NR ⊗ A)H ,
2

(4)

Assuming uniformly spaced linear arrays, the vector st (θ) is given by

c
c
st (θ) = [1, exp(j 2πf
dt sin(θ)), · · · , exp(j 2πf
dt sin(θ)(NT − 1))]T , where c is the wave (light) speed, fc is the carrier
c
c

frequency and dt denotes the inter-element spacing between transmit antennas. Note that a similar equation holds for the receive
steering vector sr (θ).
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where Q =

PL

H
2
l=1 σc,l vec(Ψ(θl ))vec(Ψ(θl ))

2 = E{α α∗ }, and finally,
and σc,l
l l

Rv = E{vec(V )vec(V )H }.

(5)

It is worth noting that with the assumption of zero Doppler shift, the model is compatible to that of [14],
and by neglecting the clutter, the model is simplified to the one in [22] (see also [23]).
2) Widely Separated MIMO Radars: In widely separated MIMO radar systems, the distance among
array elements is assumed to be sufficiently large such that the (possible) target or clutter provides
uncorrelated reflection coefficients between each pair of radar transmitter and receiver [3]. Therefore, r k ,
the reflected signal (vector) at the kth receiver can be modeled in the discrete-time domain at the cell
under test as [2, 15]
r k = swi,k + ck + v k ,

k = 1, 2, · · · , NR ,

(6)

where r k ∈ CN , v k is the signal-independent interference at the kth receiver, and swi,k is the received
signal from the target which can be written as
swi,k =

NT
X

(αm,k am ⊙ pm,k ),

k = 1, · · · , NR ,

(7)

m=1

with αm,k being the reflection coefficient accounting for the target RCS and the propagation effects
associated with the mth transmitter and the kth receiver. In (7), pm,k is the temporal steering vector from
the mth transmitter to the kth receiver with pm,k = [1, exp(j2πfdm,k ), · · · , exp(j2πfdm,k (N − 1))]T , in
which fdm,k is the normalized Doppler shift associated with emitted signal from the mth transmit antenna
and captured at the kth receive antenna (which also depends on the angle between the target and the
antennas). In widely separated antenna radar systems, there are different reflection coefficients for the
target at the kth receiver denoted by αk = [α1,k , · · · , αNT ,k ]T ∈ CNT . Therefore, the echo of the moving
target at the kth receiver can be written as
swi,k = (A ⊙ P k )αk ,

k = 1, · · · , NR ,

(8)

with P k = [p1,k , · · · , pNT ,k ] ∈ CN ×NT and A is the matrix code as in the colocated MIMO case.
Furthermore, in (6), ck can be expressed as ck = Aβ k , where β k ∈ CNT is the vector associated with
clutter component at the kth receiver antenna [14, 15]. Thus, we can reformulate (6) as3
r k = (A ⊙ P k )αk + Aβ k + v k ,
3

k = 1, 2, · · · , NR .

(9)

The presented model for the colocated and widely separated MIMO radars addresses an ideal beam pattern for the antennas;

however, the effects of the imperfect beampatters can be incorporated into the model (see e.g., [7] and references therein for
details).
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Similar to the colocated case, we can define X = [r 1 , r 2 , ..., r NR ] ∈ CN ×NR and rewrite (9) as
X = S+C +V,

(10)

where S = [(A ⊙ P 1 )α1 , ..., (A ⊙ P NR )αNR ], C = A[β 1 , β 2 , ..., β NR ], and V = [v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v NR ].
It should be noted that the reflection coefficients at various receivers are uncorrelated in widely separated
MIMO radars and hence, the covariance matrices can be obtained as4

Rs =blkDiag E{[(A ⊙ P 1 )α1 ][(A ⊙ P 1 )α1 ]H }, · · · ,


E{[(A ⊙ P NR )αNR ][(A ⊙ P NR )αNR ]H }


=blkDiag (A ⊙ P 1 )Rs1 (A ⊙ P 1 )H , · · · ,


(A ⊙ P NR )RsNR (A ⊙ P NR )H ,

(11)

NT
in which Rsk = E[αk αH
k ] ∈ S+ . Similarly, we have

Rc =blkDiag(ARc1 AH , . . . , ARcNR AH ),

(12)

Rv =blkDiag(Rv 1 , . . . , Rv NR ),
H
where Rck = E[β k β H
k ] and Rvk = E[v k v k ].

B. Optimal Detector
In both cases of the colocated and the widely separated MIMO radars, the target detection problem
leads to the following binary hypothesis test


H0 :

H1 :

x=c+v

(13)

x=s+c+v

where x = vec(X) ∈ CN NR , s = vec(S), c = vec(C), and v = vec(V ) are assumed to be Gaussian
random vectors [2, 6]. Defining y , D−1/2 x with D = Rc + Rv , the underlying detection problem is
equivalently expressed as [24]



H0 : y ∼ CN (0, I N NR )


H1 : y ∼ CN (0, I N N + F )
R
4

(14)

Note that the devised methodology in this paper can also be applied to the cases for which the aforementioned assumption

does not hold.
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1
e ΛU
e H with Λ being a diagonal matrix containing eigenvalues of F and
where F = D− 2 Rs D− 2 = U

e are the associated eigenvectors. Therefore, the canonical form of the optimal Neymancolumns of U

Pearson (NP) detector is given by [24]

N
NR
X
n=1

λn |zn |2 H1
≷ η,
1 + λn H0

(15)
H

e y.
where λn are eigenvalues of F , η is the detection threshold, and z = [z1 , · · · , zN NR ]T = U
In the case of widely separated MIMO radars, the matrix F is block-diagonal with blocks
−1/2

e k }NR = {D
{F
k
k=1

−1/2 NR
}k=1 ,

(A ⊙ P k )Rsk (A ⊙ P k )H D k
H

e kU denote the eigen-decomposition
where Dk = ARck AH +Rv k (see (11) and (12)). Now, letting Uk Λ
k
e k , the canonical form of the optimal NP detector becomes
of F
NR X
N e
X
λn,k |zen,k |2
k=1 n=1

H

−1/2

ek = [ze1,k , · · · , zeN,k ]T = Uk D k
where z

e k.
matrix F

en,k
1+λ

H1

≷ η,

(16)

H0

en,k is the nth eigenvalue of the
rk , r k is given in (6), and λ

III. T HE P ROPOSED M ETHOD
The aim is to design the code matrix A to improve the detection performance of the presented optimal
detector. In this section, we consider a knowledge-based (cognitive) system such that the second-order
statistics of the target, clutter, and interference are known at the design stage. This can be fulfilled using
geological and meteorological data as well as data of previous scans in a cognitive setup. However, in
Section V, we extend the proposed method to deal with uncertainties in prior knowledge of interference
via employing a robust approach.
The detector presented in Section II-B is optimal in the sense that it maximizes probability of detection
while keeping probability of false-alarm below a certain threshold. However, in most cases, finding
the best transmission code that maximizes the performance of the optimal detector is not analytically
tractable. In such cases, other design criteria referred to as information-theoretic criteria can be employed
for transmission code design [15, 19]. Herein, we employ mutual information and J-divergence as the
information theoretic criteria for the code design. These metrics give some bounds on the performance
of the optimal detector, i.e., maximizing each of them enhances the performance of the detector (see [15,
17, 25, 26] and references therein for detailed discussions and the justification of using such metrics).
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A. Colocated MIMO radars
It is shown in [17] that maximizing the mutual information (M) between the received signal and the
target response leads to a better detection performance in the case of Gaussian distributions. Using the
results of [25], the M metric associated with (14) is given by
1

1

M = log[(πe)N det(I N NR + D − 2 Rs D − 2 )] − log[(πe)N det(I N NR )]
= log det (I N NR + F )

(17)

with e being the Napier constant (e ≈ 2.71). Another information theoretic metric is the J-divergence
(J ) which is used to measure the similarity between two distributions f0 = f (y|H0 ) and f1 = f (y|H1 ).
Employing the metric for signal design is based on the Stein Lemma [15]. The J metric can be computed
as [26]
E{(L − 1) log(L)|H0 } = E{log(L)|H1 } − E{log(L)|H0 },
where L is the likelihood ratio L , f (y|H1 )/f (y|H0 ). Applying the above equation to (14) results in

J = tr (F + I N NR )−1 + F − I N NR .
Thus, the code design problem for colocated MIMO radars using the aforementioned criteria can be cast
as
max

A,F ,D,Rs

subject to

fI (F )
1

1

F = D − 2 Rs D − 2

(18)

A ∈ C,

where I ∈ {M, J }, fM (F ) = log det (I N NR + F ), and fJ (F ) = tr{(F + I N NR )−1 + F − I N NR }.
In (18), C represents a typical constraint set on the code matrix A. In this paper, the following three
types of constraints on the code matrix A are considered; indeed, the set C represents one of these sets
PN
P t
2
2
2
1) Note that the transmit energy of the system is given by N
n=1 ksco (n)k2 = kAkF .
m=1 kam k2 =

Therefore, to impose the energy constraint, we let kAk2F ≤ es , where es is the maximum available
transmit energy.

2) PAR constraint, i.e., kAk2F = N NT and maxn=1,··· ,N NT |e
a(n)|2 ≤ γ , where e
a(n) denotes the nth

e = vec(A), and γ is the maximum PAR level. The PAR constraint can also
element of the vector a

be applied column-wise to the matrix A in widely separated MIMO radars (see Section IV-B).
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3) similarity constraint, i.e., kA− A0 k2F ≤ ǫ, where A0 is a desired code matrix and ǫ is the similarity
threshold.
Imposing these constraints leads to three different optimization problems with the general form of (18).
Note that in general, the stated design problem is non-convex and belongs to a class of NP-hard problems
N NR
whereas fJ (F )
[27]. However, it can be further viewed that fM (F ) is a concave function of F ∈ S+

is a convex one.
In order to obtain solutions to the optimization problem in (18), we use minorization-maximization
(MaMi)5 technique, an iterative optimization technique, which maximizes a proper upper bound of the
objective function to find their maxima [28]. In summary, MaMi can be used for obtaining stationary
points of the general maximization problem
max h(ω), subject to c̄(ω) ≤ 0,
ω

(19)

in an iterative way where h(.) and c̄(.) can be neither concave nor convex. In the ith iteration of MaMi,
a so-called minorizing function p(i) (ω) is found such that
p(i) (ω) ≤ h(ω), ∀ω

and p(i) (ω (i−1) ) = h(ω (i−1) ),

with ω (i−1) being the value of ω in the (i − 1)th iteration. Then, the minorizing function p(i) (ω) is
maximized in the ith iteration rather than the function h(ω), i.e.,
max p(i) (ω) subject to c̄(ω) ≤ 0
ω

(20)

to obtain ω (i) . Logically, p(i) (ω) is chosen such that (20) is easier to solve than (19).
The MaMi method is employed in the following theorem to find a solution to the constrained design
problem in (18). Indeed, Theorem 1 deals with the problem in (18) by iteratively solving a proper QCQP.
The methods for solving the aforementioned QCQP stated in Theorem 1 are presented in Section IV.
Theorem 1: The design problems in (18) for M and J are equivalent. Furthermore, the solution
A = A⋆ to this problem can be obtained iteratively by solving the following QCQP in the ith iteration
min
e
a

subject to


e
e + 2ℜ (g (i) )H a
e H H (i) a
a

(21)

e
e ∈ C,
a

e = vec(A) and Ce denotes the constraint set (associated with C ) imposed on a
e . The matrices
where a
{H (i) }i  0 and the vectors {g (i) }i are given below.
5



Also known as majorization-maximization or MM algorithm in the literature.
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Proof. We begin by noting that the covariance of the signal component Rs is rank-1; namely, Rs = kkH
with k = [I NR ⊗ (A ⊙ P )] b and b = σs vec (Ψ(θ0 )). Now, using the determinant property [21], we
obtain
1
1
log det(I N NR + F ) = log det I N NR + D − 2 kkH D − 2


= log 1 + kH (Rc + Rv )−1 k = log 1 + J

(22)

where J = kH (Rc + Rv )−1 k ∈ R+ . Similarly, by employing the trace inequality [21], we have

tr (I N NR + F )−1 + F


= tr (1 + J)−1 + J + const.
=J +

1
+ const.
1+J

(23)

Note that the objective functions in (18) are monotonically increasing functions of the scalar J . Therefore,
the design problems for M and J are equivalent. Consequently, in the sequel, we derive the QCQP
associated with the mutual information6 . The J metric can be dealt with similarly.
Remark 1: considering the above observation, we note that the objective functions in (18) can be
replaced by the scalar J . Also, one may consider J as a type of SINR at the output of the detector and
observe that for the employed model of colocated MIMO radars, code design via maximizing SINR is
equivalent to that of maximizing the information theoretic criteria. We herein remark on the fact that
SINR maximization has been addressed in the literature for MIMO radar code design but to the best
of our knowledge, they are all based on a synthesis stage/suboptimal procedure to deal with e.g., PAR
constraint or assume a perfect prior knowledge of interference.
The following lemma is the key to employ MaMi technique for the non-convex design problem and
deriving the QCQP.
N NR
Lemma 1: For fM (F ) = log det(I N NR + F ) : S+
→ R+ , we have

log det(I N NR + F ) = log(uH B −1
M u),

where u = [1, 0TN NR ×1 ]T and



BM = 

1

kH

k Rs + Rc + Rv



N NR +1
 ∈ S+
.

Moreover, for any full-column rank matrix U , log det(U H B −1
M U ) is convex w.r.t. B M ≻ 0.
6

(24)

(25)


We can equivalently consider the maximization of J; however, we deal with log(1 + J) to use the results for the widely

separated case shortly.
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Proof: See Appendix A.

Using Lemma 1, the solution to (18) for the case of I = M can be found by considering the equivalent
optimization
A∈C,k,B M

log(uH B −1
M u)

subject to

k = [I NR ⊗ (A ⊙ P )] b.

max

(26)

According to Lemma 1, the objective function in (26) is convex w.r.t. B −1
M . More concretely, here, the
H −1
matrix U is given by the vector u and the determinant of the scalar uH B −1
M u is given by u B M u.

e M as [29]
Therefore, this term can be minorized using its tangent plane at a given B
H e −1
e
e
log(uH B −1
M u) ≥ log(u B M u) + tr{Υ(B M − B M )},

H e −1
e = −B
e −1
where Υ
M u u BM u

−1

−1

e M . Moreover, the first term on the right hand side of the above
uH B

e M . Thus, by defining Υ = −Υ
e  0, the optimization problem for
inequality is constant for a given B

the ith iteration of MaMi can be handled via solving
min

A∈C,k,B M

subject to

tr(Υ(i) B M )
k = [I NR ⊗ (A ⊙ P )] b.

(27)


where Υ(i) denotes the matrix Υ at the ith iteration. Now, letting Υ = 

υ11

υ 12



 with the same

υ 21 Υ22
partitioning as that of B M in (25), neglecting the constant terms, and using hermitian property of Υ

and Rs , the following equivalent problem is obtained for (27)
min

A∈C,Rs ,Rc ,k

subject to


 (i)
(i)
2ℜ kH υ21 + tr Υ22 (Rs + Rc )

Rs = kkH

(28)

Rc = (I NR ⊗ A) Q (I NR ⊗ A)H
k = [I NR ⊗ (A ⊙ P )] b.

The optimization problem above is still implicit in terms of the code matrix A. Lemma 2 is the key to
obtain explicit expressions in terms of A.

P R
H
e⊙p
e∗ ), p
e = vec(P ), and a
e = vec(A), where
e= N
, g = (g
Lemma 2: Let G = bυ H
21 , g
k=1 vec Gkk

Gkk ∈ CN ×NT is a submatrix of G containing rows (k − 1)NT + 1 to kNT and columns (k − 1)N + 1

to kN . Then we have
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eH H a
e,
tr{Υ22 (Rs + Rc )} = a

where
H=

NR X
NR h
i
X
H T
H
e
e
⊗
Υ
⊗
Υ
)
⊙
(
p
p
)
+
Q
(T H
22,lk ,
22,lk
kl
kl
l=1 k=1

in which T kl and Qkl are submatrices of T and Q (see (3) and (4)), respectively, containing rows
(k − 1)NT + 1 to kNT and columns (l − 1)NT + 1 to lNT , and Υ22,lk is a submatrix of Υ22 containing



rows (l − 1)N + 1 to lN and columns (k − 1)N + 1 to kN .



Proof: See Appendix B.

Now, by applying Lemma 2 to (28), we have the following equivalent optimization problem in the ith
iteration
e}
e + 2ℜ{(g (i) )H a
e H H (i) a
a

min
e
a

˜
e ∈ C,
a

subject to

in which H (i) and g (i) are available using eq. (29) and it completes the proof of Theorem 1.

(30)



B. Widely separated MIMO radars
For widely separated MIMO radars, the information theoretic criteria M and J are given by
M=

NR
X
k=1

J =

NR
X
k=1

e k ),
log det(I N + F

(31)

e k )−1 + F
e k − I N },
tr{(I N + F

and therefore, the corresponding constrained design problems can be cast as
max

e k}
A∈C,{F

NR
X
k=1

e k)
fW,I (F
1

subject to

1

e k = D− 2 Rsk D− 2 ,
F
k
k

(32)

e k ) = log det(I N + F
e k ), and fW,J (F
e k ) = tr{(I N + F
e k )−1 + F
e k − I N }.
where I ∈ {M, J }, fW,M (F

It should be noted that the above constrained design problem is non-convex. Furthermore in this case, as
opposed to the colocated case, the results of employing M and J metrics are not generally equivalent
(see Section VI-B). This is due to the fact that the covariance matrix of the target component Rs is no
longer rank-1. Therefore, the following theorem that presents the results for the widely separated antenna
case is proved for each metric separately.
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Theorem 2: The solution A = A⋆ to the optimization problem (32) can be obtained iteratively by
solving the following QCQP in the ith iteration
min
e
a

subject to
(i)

 (i) H
(i)
e
e + 2 ℜ (g W,I ) a
e H H W,I a
a

e
e ∈ C,
a

(33)

(i)

where the matrices {H W,I }i  0 and the vectors {g W,I }i are defined for each of the information


theoretic metrics I ∈ {M, J } separately in the sequel.

1) Mutual Information: The case of mutual information (M) is similar to that of the colocated case;
however, here the covariance matrices {Rsk }k can be full-rank. Therefore, we apply MaMi technique to
NT
the functions of psd matrices. Letting Rsk = Y k Y H
k ∈ S+ and by defining


B k,M11 B k,M12
N +NT
 ∈ S+
B k,M = 
,
H
B k,M12 B k,M22

(34)

H
H
in which B k,M11 = I NT , B k,M12 = Y H
k (A ⊙ P k ) , and B k,M22 = ARck A + (A ⊙ P k )Rsk (A ⊙

P k )H + Rvk , we have7
NR
X

log det(I N

k=1

e k) =
+F
=

NR
X

log det(I NT + J k )

NR
X

log det(U H B −1
k,M U )

k=1

(35)

k=1

with U = [I NT

0NT ×N ]T and
H
H
−1
Jk = Y H
k (A ⊙ P k ) (ARck A + Rvk ) (A ⊙ P k )Y k .

(36)

e k,M }k
Next, using the results of Lemma 1, (35) can be minorized by its supporting hyperplane at given {B
as

NR
X
k=1

NR
 X


e −1 U
log det U H B −1
U
≥
log det U H B
k,M
k,M
k=1

+

NR
X
k=1

−1



e k,M ,
e k B k,M − B
tr Φ

H e −1
e k = −B
e −1
e −1
e
where Φ
UHB
k,M . Let the psd matrix −Φk be partitioned in accordance
 U
 k,M U U B k,M
Φ11,k Φ12,k
. By neglecting the constants, it can be shown that the following problem
with B k,M as 
Φ21,k Φ22,k
7

See (11) for the definition of Rs and Rsk .
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is solved in the ith iteration of the MaMi procedure
NR
X

min
A∈C

(i)

[tr{(ARck AH + (A ⊙ P k )Rsk (A ⊙ P k )H )Φ22,k }

k=1

(i)

H
+2ℜ tr{{Y H
k (A ⊙ P k ) Φ21,k }}]

(37)

Next, by employing standard Kronecker product properties and some algebraic manipulations, we obtain
e in the ith iteration
the following explicit form w.r.t. a
min
e
a

subject to
ek = vec(P k ) we let
where by defining p
(i)

H M,W =

NR
X
k=1

(i)

g M,W =

NR
X
k=1

 (i)
H
(i)
e
e + 2 ℜ (g M,W ) a
e H H M,W a
a

(38)

e
e ∈ C,
a

(i)

(i)

T
H
ek p
eH
[(RH
k ) + Rck ⊗ Φ22,k ],
sk ⊗ Φ22,k ) ⊙ (p
(i)

e∗k .
vec(Φ21,k Y H
k )⊙p

2) J-divergence: For this case, the objective function is fJ =
Using the trace identity and the fact that Rsk = Y k Y H
k , we have

PNR

k=1 tr{(I N

e k )−1 + F
e k − I N }.
+F

e k )−1 + F
e k − I N } = tr{(I NT + J k )−1 + J k } + const.,
tr{(I N + F

where J k is defined in (36). Now, we first observe that the function tr{(I NT + J k )−1 } is convex w.r.t.
ek
the psd matrix J k . Therefore, a linear minorizer is available considering the tangent plane at a given J
e k )−1 }
tr{(I NT + J k )−1 } ≥ tr{(I NT + J

e k )−2 (J k − J
e k )}.
− tr{(I NT + J

(39)

The above minorizer leads to the following optimization in the ith iteration
max

A∈C,{J k }

subject to

NR
X

(i)

tr{Lk J k }

(40)

k=1

H
H
−1
Jk = Y H
k (A ⊙ P k ) (ARck A + Rvk )

(A ⊙ P k )Y k .
(i)

(i)

with Lk , I NT − (I NT + J k (i) )−2 . It should be noted that the matrices {Lk }k are psd ∀ k, i, since
(i)

(i)

(i) H

λmin (I NT + J k ) ≥ 1. Therefore, there exists a matrix E k such that L(i) = E k E k
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have the following equivalent form for (40)
max
A∈C

NR
X

(i) H

tr{I NT + E k

H
YH
k (A ⊙ P k )

(41)

k=1

(i)

(ARck AH + Rvk )−1 (A ⊙ P k )Y k E k }.

Using tricks similar to those of the mutual information case, the objective function in (41) can be rewritten
as a convex function of auxiliary matrices which lays the ground for applying the MaMi technique. More
(i) H

precisely, by defining Γ , I NT + E k

(i)

H
H
−1
YH
k (A ⊙ P k ) (ARck A + Rvk ) (A ⊙ P k )Y k E k and using

T
the matrix inversion Lemma, it is observed that Γ = U H B −1
J U where U = [I NT 0NT ×N ] and


B k,J11 B k,J12

B k,J = 
(42)
B
BH
k,J
22
k,J12
(i) H

with B k,J11 = I NT , B k,J12 = E k

(i)

H
H
H
YH
k (A⊙P k ) , and B k,J22 = ARck A +(A⊙P k )Y k Lk Y k (A⊙

P k )H +Rvk . Furthermore, using a proof similar to that of Lemma 1, it can be shown that tr(U H B −1
k,J U )

is convex w.r.t. B k,J ≻ 0. Therefore, the solution to (41) in the ith iteration can be obtained via solving
NR
X

max

A∈C,B k,J

−1(i)

tr{U H B k,J U },

(43)

k=1

−1(i)

which is non-convex. To tackle (43), employing the MaMi technique, we minorize tr{U H B k,J U }
e k,J as
using its supporting hyperplane at a given B

−1

He
tr{U H B −1
k,J U } ≥ tr{U B k,J U }

e −1 U U H B
e −1 (B k,J − B
e k,J )}.
− tr{B
k,J
k,J

e J is fixed, the problem in the ith iteration turns into
Consequently, as B
NR
X

min
A∈C

with

(i)
Wk

=

(i)
(i)
(B k,J )−1 U U H (B k,J )−1

(i)

tr{W k B k,J },

(44)

k=1

(i)

 0. By partitioning W k similar to that of B k,J and neglecting

the constants, we come up with the equivalent problem
min
A∈C

NR
X

[tr{(ARck AH

k=1

(i)

(i)

H
+(A ⊙ P k )Y k Lk Y H
k (A ⊙ P k ) )W 22,k }
(i) H

+2ℜ tr{E k
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e by employing techniques similar to those of M as
which can be recast in terms of a
(i)

e
a

e
e ∈ C,
a

subject to
where
(i)

H J ,W =

(i)

e H H J ,W a
e + 2ℜ{(g J ,W )H a
e}
a

min

NR
X

(46)

(i)

(i)

[((Y k Lk Y H
k ) ⊗ W 22,k )

k=1

(i)

(i)

g J ,W =

NR
X

T
H
eH
ek p
⊙ (p
k ) + Rck ⊗ W 22,k ],
(i)

(i) H

vec(W 21,k E k

k=1

IV. S OLVING

THE

QCQP

IN

e∗k .
YH
k )⊙p

E ACH I TERATION

For both colocated and widely separated MIMO systems, the QCQP in each iteration of the devised
method is in the form of
min
e
a

subject to


e
e H Ha
e + 2 ℜ gH a
a

(47)

e
e ∈ C,
a

where H and g depend on the scenario (see Theorem 1 and 2). The superscript (i) has been dropped
for the simplicity of the notation.

A. Energy Constraint
e k22 ≤ es . Therefore, the resulting QCQP is a convex
In this case, the constraint set is given by ka

optimization problem. This problem can be solved using the results of the analytical solution provided
in [30]. It should be noted that applying the energy constraint at each transmit antenna separately in
widely separated MIMO radars does not affect the convexity of the QCQP in (47).

B. Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAR) Constraint
For PAR constraint, we consider the problem for the two cases of the colocated and the widely separated
MIMO radar systems.
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a) Colocated MIMO Radars: In this case, transmit antennas are close to each other and hence
the same PAR constraint is applied to the signal transmitted from all antennas. Thus, the optimization
problem in the ith iteration can be cast as
min
e
a

subject to


e H Ha
e + 2 ℜ gH a
e
a
max

n=1,··· ,N NT

(48)

|e
a(n)|2 ≤ γ

e k22 = N NT ,
ka

e and γ being the maximum peak power. The QCQP
with e
a(n) denoting the nth element of the vector a

in (48) is NP-hard in general [27]. However, it can be equivalently rewritten in the form of
max
â

subject to

e â
âH H
max

(49)

n=1,··· ,N NT

|e
a(n)|2 ≤ γ

e k22 = N NT ,
ka


H
g
e = µI N NT +1 − K, and K = 
 , for any µ > λmax (K). Now, according
e T , 1]T , H
with â = [a
gH 0
to [15, 27], the problem in (49) can be solved iteratively via solving the “nearest-vector” problem at the
(l + 1)th iteration
min
e
a

(l+1)

subject to

e (l+1) − a(l) k22
ka
max

n=1,··· ,N NT

(50)

|e
a(l+1) (n)|2 ≤ γ

e (l+1) k22 = N NT ,
ka

e (l) . A recursive algorithm is
where a(l) represents the vector containing the first N NT entries of Hâ

proposed in [31] for solving (50). It is worth noting that the total transmit energy in (50) is considered
to be N NT . However, if another energy level is required, the final solution can be scaled to meet the
desired energy level [15].
b) Widely Separated MIMO Radars: Different PAR constraints (with parameters γk ) might be ape = [a
e T1 , a
e T2 , · · · , a
e TNT ]T , (48)
plied to the code transmitted by each antenna in widely separated systems. Letting a
is modified to

min
e
a

subject to
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e
e H Ha
e + 2 ℜ gH a
a

(51)

max |e
ak (n)|2 ≤ γk , ∀k

n=1,··· ,N

e k k22 = N,
ka

k = 1, · · · , NT .
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e k . Similar to the colocated case, (51) can be written in
where e
ak (n) is the nthe element of the vector a
e T , 1]T as
terms of â = [a

max
e
a

subject to

e â
âH H
max

n=1,··· ,N

(52)
|e
ak (n)|2 ≤ γk , ∀k

e k k22 = N,
ka

k = 1, · · · , NT .

Iterative tackling of the above problem leads to the following optimization in the (l + 1)th iteration
e (l+1) − a(l) k22
ka

min
e
a

(l+1)

(l+1)

max

subject to

n=1,··· ,N

|e
ak

(l+1) 2
k2

ek
ka

(53)

(n)|2 ≤ γk , ∀k
k = 1, · · · , NT .

= N,

e (l) (and being partitioned similar to a
e -see above). This
with a(l) being the first N NT elements of Hâ

problem is equivalent to

NT
X

min

e k(l+1) }k
{a

k=1

(l+1)

ek
ka

(l+1)

max

subject to

(l)

− ak k22

n=1,··· ,N

|e
ak

(l+1) 2
k2

ek
ka

(n)|2 ≤ γk , ∀k

(54)

k = 1, · · · , NT .

= N,

Interestingly, the optimization problem in (54) is separable w.r.t. k and hence, can be solved via solving
the following set of NT problems
(l+1)

ek
ka

min

e (l+1) }k
{a

max

subject to

(l)

− ak k22

n=1,··· ,N

(l+1) 2
k2

whose solution is similar to that of (50).

ek
ka

(l+1)

|e
ak

= N,

(55)

(n)|2 ≤ γk
k = 1, · · · , NT ,

C. Similarity Constraint
In this case, the problem of code design at the ith iteration can be cast as [20]
min
e
a

subject to
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e
e H Ha
e + 2 ℜ gH a
a

(56)

e−a
e 0 k22 ≤ ǫ, ka
e k22 = es ,
ka
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e 0 is a code with “good” properties and ǫ is the similarity threshold [5, 32]. The QCQP in (56)
where a

has a hidden convexity. Indeed, the semidefinite relaxation of (56) is tight and the resulting SDP can be
written as
min
Z



with Z = 

ea
eH
a
eH t
a

e ⋆ )T
Now, if [(a

[17, 33]).

subject to


e t∗
a
|t|2

tr (A1 Z)

(57)

tr (A2 Z) = es , tr (A3 Z) ≤ 0, tr (A4 Z) = 1,

 where t is an auxiliary variable and


I 0
,
A1 = K,
A2 = 
0 0




e0
0 0
I
−a
.
 , A4 = 
A3 = 
2−ǫ
eH
e
0
1
−a
k
a
k
0 2
0


e (k) = a
e ⋆ /t⋆ is an optimal solution to (56) (see
t⋆ ]T is a solution to (57), then a

The proposed method for dealing with the constrained code design problem is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that for both colocated and widely separated systems, a QCQP is solved in each iteration
of the proposed method. The parameters of the objective function in the QCQP depends on the system
type (colocated or widely separated) and the employed design metric. We herein remark on the fact that
applying the devised method to the constrained problems leads to a monotonically increasing sequence of
the objective values of the design problem which guarantees the convergence of the sequence (see [15, 28]
for details).
Remark 2 (computational complexity): the computational complexity of the proposed method per
iteration can be taken into account8 by noting the fact that according to Algorithm 1, each iteration
of the method consists of first updating the parameters of the associated QCQP and second, solving the
QCQP. We consider the order of the computational complexity (per iteration) assuming that the matrix
multiplications (and hence e.g. the inverse) can be performed with complexity of O(n2.3 ) for a matrix in
Cn×n [34]. Also, without loss of generality, we consider typical cases in which the complexity for updating
the aforementioned parameters is mainly determined by the required matrix inversions (when compared
to other matrix multipications/manipulations). For the colocated MIMO system, at each iteration, first,
8

The computational complexity is linear w.r.t. the number of iterations.
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Algorithm 1 The Proposed Method for the Constrained Code Design Using Information Theoretic Criteria
I ∈ {J , M}
1:
2:

e with a random vector in CN NT and set the iteration number i to 0.
Initialize a

Solve the QCQP of Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 (depending on the desired system and metric I ) via
•

the results of Section IV-A for the energy constraint,

•

considering (50) for the PAR constraint in colocated systems and considering (55) for the PAR
constraint in widely separated systems,

•

3:

the results of Section IV-C for the similarity constraint,

e (i+1) ; set l ← i + 1.
to obtain a

Update the parameters of the objective function in the QCQP of Step 2 according to the desired
system and metric I .

4:

Repeat steps 2 and 3 until a pre-defined stop criterion is satisfied, e.g., the change in successive
values of the metric is less than a predefined threshold ξ .

the inverse of the matrix B M must be computed possessing a complexity of O((N NR )2.3 ). Second,
a QCQP must be solve that its computational complexity depends on the constraint set: i) The QCQP
with energy constraint can be solved via the semi-closed-form solution in [30] possessing a complexity
of O((N NT )2.3 ). ii) The QCQP for the PAR constraint is NP-hard and is tackled via an iterative
algorithm. This algorithm is initialized by the computation of the principal eigenvalue of the matrix
K with complexity of O((N NT )2 ); then, each iteration of the aforementioned algorithm is performed

efficiently, e.g., with a complexity of O(N NT ) for the unimodular case. iii) For the similarity constraint,
the QCQP is recast as an SDP with O((N NT )4.5 ) complexity [33]. Using above discussion, the case of
widely separated systems can be dealt with straightforwardly.
V. E XTENSIONS

OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

In practice, there might exist uncertainties w.r.t. a priori knowledge of the interference statistics which
should reasonably be considered in the code design stage. In this section, we model the uncertainties of
clutter and noise covariances using their spectral norms. That is, for colocated systems, it is assumed
that for covariance matrices of noise and clutter we have
kRv − R0 k2 ≤ ζn , kQ − Q0 k2 ≤ ζc ,
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respectively. For the widely separated case, we suppose different uncertainties at various receive antennas
as
kRvk − R0v,k k2 ≤ ζn,k , kRck − R0c,k k2 ≤ ζc,k ,

(58)

where R0 , Q0 , R0v,k , and R0c,k are given psd matrices. Note that the scalar parameters ζn , ζc , ζn,k , and
ζc,k rule the corresponding uncertainty regions. In such cases, we can robustify the design via improving

the system performance in the worst case scenario [7, 8, 29]. Hence, a robust constrained code design
problem can be cast as
max min

fI

subject to

kRv − R0 k2 ≤ ζn

A∈C Rv ,Q

(59)

kQ − Q0 k2 ≤ ζc
J = kH [(I NR ⊗ A)Q(I NR ⊗ A)H + Rv ]−1 k
k = [I NR ⊗ (A ⊙ P )]b
Rv  0, Q  0,

for colocated MIMO radars with I ∈ {M, J } and fM = log(1 + J), fJ = J + 1/(J + 1); and
max

min

A∈C {Rvk ,Rck }

subject to

fW,I
kRvk − R0v,k k2 ≤ ζn,k , ∀k

(60)

kRck − R0c,k k2 ≤ ζc,k , ∀k
H
H
−1
Jk = Y H
k (A ⊙ P k ) (ARck A + Rvk )

(A ⊙ P k )Y k
Rvk  0, Rck  0,

for widely separated MIMO radars with fW,M =

P NR

k=1 log det(I NT

+ J k ) and fW,J =

PNR

k=1 tr{(I NT

+

J k )−1 + J k }. Interestingly, the robust problems above can be dealt with via the devised methods in

Theorem 1 and 2 considering the results of the following theorem.
Theorem 3: The solutions to the robust design (i.e., max-min) problems in (59) and (60), can be
obtained by considering the following optimizations, respectively
max
A∈C

subject to
February 19, 2017
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+(R0 + ζn I N NR )]−1 k

(61)

k = [I NR ⊗ (A ⊙ P )] b,

with I ∈ {M, J } and fM = log(1 + J), fJ = J + 1/(J + 1); and
max

fW,I

A∈C

(62)

H
0
H
Jk = Y H
k (A ⊙ P k ) [A(Rc,k + ζc,k I NT )A

subject to

+(R0v,k + ζn,k I N )]−1 (A ⊙ P k )Y k ,

with fW,M =

P NR

k=1 log det(I NT

+ J k ) and fW,J =

P NR

k=1 tr{(I NT

+ J k )−1 + J k }.



The problems in (61) and (62) are in the form of the problems in Theorem 1 and 2, respectively.
Therefore, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1: Solutions to the robust constrained design problems can be obtained by iteratively solving
the stated QCQPs in Theorem 1 and 2 when the matrices {H I } and vectors {g I } are updated according
to the results of Theorem 3 (for I ∈ {M, J }).
Proof. We prove this theorem for the case of widely separated MIMO radars as the colocated one is
straightforward. We consider the inner minimization in (60) and observe that it is separable w.r.t. k.
Furthermore, for every k, we have
min

Rvk ,Rck 0

subject to

log det (I NT + J k )
kRvk − R0v,k k2 ≤ ζn,k

(63)

kRck − R0c,k k2 ≤ ζc,k
H
H
−1
Jk = Y H
k (A ⊙ P k ) (ARck A + Rvk )

(A ⊙ P k )Y k .
N1
Note also that the function f (X) = log det(I N1 + X) : S+
→ R+ is monotonic w.r.t. X  0 [20].

Hence, to obtain the solution to the above problem, we consider the following multi-objective optimization
problem
min

Rvk ,Rck 0

H
H
−1
YH
k (A ⊙ P k ) (ARck A + Rvk )

(A ⊙ P k )Y k

subject to

kRvk − R0v,k k2 ≤ ζn,k

(64)

kRck − R0c,k k2 ≤ ζc,k .
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The constraint in (64) on Rvk is indeed
R0v,k − ζn,k I N  Rvk  R0v,k + ζn,k I N .

(65)

Similarly, for Rck we have R0c,k − ζc,k I NT  Rck  R0c,k + ζc,k I NT . Accordingly, the problem in (64)
boils down to the problem of the following form
min

{Rvk ,Rck }0

H
H
−1
YH
k (A ⊙ P k ) (ARck A + Rvk )

(A ⊙ P k )Y k

subject to

R0v,k − ζn,k I N  Rvk  R0v,k + ζn,k I N

(66)

R0c,k − ζc,k I NT  Rck  R0c,k + ζc,k I NT .

Therefore, the minimizer to the problem in (64) is given by (see Appendix C)
R⋆vk = R0v,k + ζn,k I N ,

R⋆ck = R0c,k + ζc,k I NT ,

(67)


which completes the proof.
VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS

In this section, we provide several numerical simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed
code design algorithm for both colocated and widely separated MIMO radar systems. In the simulation
setup, unless otherwise explicitly stated, a MIMO radar with NT = 5 transmit antennas, NR = 3 receive
antennas, and the code length N = 11 is considered. As for the constraints, the transmit energy es is
supposed to be equal to 1. Moreover, the phase code design is addressed meaning that the PAR constraint
with γ = 1 is imposed to the code design (without loss of generality we assume that the same PAR
constraint is applied to the whole transmitters, i.e., assuming the colcated scenario-see Section IV-B).
For the similarity constraint, the Barker code of length N = 11 is considered as the reference code for
each transmitter. Also, a similarity threshold ǫ = 0.75 is taken into account. The proposed method is
initialized by the reference code Barker at each transmitter. The threshold ξ as the stoping criterion of
Algorithm 1 is set to 10−4 . Moreover, the cvx toolbox [35] is used for solving the convex optimization
problems.
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A. Colocated MIMO Radar Systems
For the collocated system we let the target at the angle θ0 = 25 degrees with normalized Doppler
shift fd = 0.25; also, the number of interfering clutter patches is supposed to be L = 7 around θ0 , viz.
{θl } = {22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28}. A homogenous clutter environment is dealt with herein implying that
σc,1 = σc,2 · · · = σc,L . Also, a colored noise with the exponential correlation shape is considered for

which the (m, n)th entry of the covariance matrix is σn2 ρ|m−n| with σn2 = 1, ρ = 0.5. For this case,
signal to noise ratio and clutter to noise ratio are defined as SNR =

σs2
2 es
σn

and CNR =

2
σc,l
2 es .
σn

Note that

according to Theorem 1, employing mutual information is equivalent to that of J-divergence; therefore,
without loss of generality, in this subsection, we include the results for the mutual information. We
begin by numerically addressing the convergence of the devised method. Fig. 1 shows the values of the
mutual information vs. the number of iterations for SNR = 0 dB and CNR = 0 dB. The values of the
criterion increase by increasing the number of iterations such that the improvement in the successive
iterations reaches the predefined threshold (see Algorithm 1). In the constrained designs, smaller values
are observed for the metric compared to the case of just energy constraint due to the smaller feasibility
regions. However, the performance degradation of the phase-code design is negligible which highlights
the effectiveness of the design methodology. This is attributed to the fact that the proposed method directly
deals with the constraint instead of employing a suboptimal synthesis procedure (see e.g., [9, 20]). Note
that the size of the feasibility region and hence the performance loss for the similarity-constrained case
depends on the value of similarity threshold ǫ.
Next, we illustrate the detection performance associated with the designed code via the proposed method
(shown in Fig. 1). To this end, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) of the optimal detector (15)
is considered. Fig. 2 shows the ROC for the detector when the system employs the designed code as per
mutual information criterion. The ROC is obtained numerically using the results of [16]. The figure also
includes the performance of the systems employing random coding (with i.i.d. Gaussian elements for the
code), the system with all-one codes (i.e., an uncoded system with a scaled version of A = 1), the system
with the code matrix obtained by the method in [36], and the system with quasi-orthogonal waveforms
[22][20] at the transmit side. A significant performance improvement can be observed for the system that
employs the designed code when compared to other systems. Such an improvement over quasi-orthogonal
waveforms is also reported in [20]—however, the method in [20] is only applicable for stationary targets
and when the location of the target does not overlap with that of the clutter patches. Regarding the method
of [36], the improvement can be explained using the fact that this method implicitly assumes receivers
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Fig. 1. The values of the mutual information versus the number of iterations for the proposed constrained code design method.
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Fig. 2. ROC of the optimal detector for the designed codes via mutual information criterion and several other methods.

with matched filters not optimal filters. Similar to Fig. 1, phase-code design has a negligible loss in the
detection probability compared to the energy constraint case which highlights the effectiveness of the
devised method.
The effect of the target Doppler shift on the detection performance in the presence of clutter is illustrated
in Fig. 3. The figure shows the probability of detection Pd vs. normalized target Doppler shift for the
proposed design methodology. In the figure, we set the probability of false alarm to Pf a = 10−4 ,
SNR = 0 dB, and CNR = 10 dB. As expected, when the Doppler shift fd is near zero, the probability of
detection Pd is small. On the other hand, for a wide-range of the values of fd , this figure shows relatively
high detection probabilities. Indeed, in presence of signal-dependent clutter, the target Doppler shift helps
to discriminate the target from the stationary clutter. Similar to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the phase-code design
shows a slightly lower Pd compared to the energy constraint case.
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Fig. 3. Probability of detection vs. normalized Doppler shift fd for the proposed design method.

We examine the the robustness of the system performance against angle dis-adjustments of the target for
the proposed method. In Fig. 4 the values of the mutual information M is plotted versus angle mismatches.
More precisely, we design the code assuming θ0 = 25 but compute the values of the metric for the case
that the target is actually located at some other angle θ 6= 25. Expectedly, such an angle dis-adjustment
for the target results in performance degradation. However, the metric remains at the 95th percentile line
for a relatively wide-range of the angle error (around ±5 degrees); indeed, the values of M obtained
by the devised algorithm show a robustness w.r.t. angle dis-adjustments of the target. Interestingly, this
is observed for the phase-code design as well. In order to illustrate how degradation of the value of
the mutual information affects the detection performance, we report the corresponding probability of
detection. The detection probability Pd with energy constraint at the peak (no angle mismatch), 95th,
and 90th percentile of the curves in Fig. 4 are respectively equal to 0.8160, 0.7829, and 0.7412. Here, a
fixed probability of false alarm Pf a = 10−4 is assumed. It can be seen that the detection performance
degrades slightly in the considered scenario.
B. Widely separated MIMO radar systems
In this case, we define
SNRk =

2
σs,k
2
σn,k

es , CNRk =

2
σc,k
2
σn,k

es

k = 1, · · · , NR ,

2 = 1 is the power of the noise, and σ 2 as well as σ 2 are associated with the target and clutter
where σn,k
c,k
s,k

power at the kth receiver, respectively. We consider examples in which {SNRk }k = SNR and {CNRk }k =
CNR. Furthermore, for this case, the target, clutter, and interference are characterized by the covariance
R
matrices {Rsk }N
k=1 , {Rck }k , and {Rvk }k , respectively. We consider the exponential correlation shape
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the robustness of the values of the mutual information against angle dis-adjustments for the target.

for the matrices (see above) with parameters {ρsk }3k=1 = 0.5, {ρck } = 0.5, and {ρvk } = (1 − 1/(2k))0.5,
respectively. Also, we let {fdm,k }m,k = 0.15fm,k + 0.25 with fm,k being a random variable uniformly
distributed in [−0.5, 0.5]. Note that the results of the monotonic behavior of the proposed method and
the improvement in the detection performance are similar to those of the colocated case and we do not
report them herein. As opposed to the colocated case, employing mutual information and J-divergence
leads to different solutions, i.e., the criteria are not generally equivalent. To address this point, we include
a typical behavior of the rank of the designed code matrix A. In Fig. 5, the rank of the designed code
matrix A is depicted versus SNR for the information theoretic criteria M, J for CNR = 0 dB with the
energy constraint. As expected, various metrics lead to different solutions: at low SNR regimes, both the
criteria results in rank-one solutions; by increasing the SNR, M results in the maximum possible rank
for A ∈ C11×5 (i.e., 5) but the achieved rank associated with J will be equal to 2. The figure also plots
the rank corresponding to the uncoded system and the random coded system. The former is equal to 1
and the latter is equal to 5 (a behavior similar to that of the randomly coded system was numerically
observed for the code matrix of [36] as well as quasi-orthogonal waveforms–see the discussions of Fig.
2). We herein remark on the fact that the solutions (and the rank behavior) depend on the considered
scenario; e.g., {fdm,k }, the covariance matrices, etc. However, we numerically observed that M tends
to increase the rank of the designed code matrix A at lower SNRs when compared to the J . As to the
corresponding detection performance, we observed cases in which the designed A according to J leads
to better detection performance than that of M and also vice versa. Indeed, no metric is universally better
than another. Note that the comparison of the aforementioned design criteria for detection performance
improvement is out of the scope of this paper (the interested reader can refer to [26] and references
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Fig. 5. The rank of the code matrix A designed based on mutual information and J-divergence metrics (under energy constraint)
versus SNR.

therein for discussions on this point).
Now, we illustrate the effectiveness of the robust code design approach presented in Theorem 3 in
Section V. To this end, we first assume a perfect a priori knowledge for the clutter and interference and
obtain the sought code matrix A. Next, we design the robust code matrix Arobust according to the results
of the Theorem 3. The robust code design problem (see (62)) is cast with {ζn,k }3k=1 = {0.1λmax (R0vk )}k ,
{ζc,k }3k=1 = {0.3λmax (R0ck )}k , and {R0v,k , R0c,k }k equal to those employed when we had a perfect a

priori knowledge (see above). Then, to examine the robustness of the code matrices A and Arobust w.r.t.
uncertainties of the interference, we consider the uncertainty sets
kRvk − R0v,k k2 ≤ ζen,k , kRck − R0c,k k2 ≤ ζec,k , k = 1, 2, 3

and report the minimum values of the criterion9 over the intersection of the above sets versus various
values of ζen,k , ζec,k . Without loss of generality, in Fig. 6 we show the values of the mutual information

for this setup for ζen,k = {0.09λmax (Rvk )}k versus ζc,1 , ζec,k . Note that in this example, the matrices

{R0c,k }3k=1 and the corresponding uncertainty sets for the clutter statistics at various receivers are the

same; hence, we use the parameter ζc,1 to rule the sets. It can be seen that the system with code matrix
Arobust is more robust w.r.t. the uncertainties when compared to that with A, i.e., the system employing

the non-robust design. Note that in this figure, at ζc,1 = 0 the value of the robust design is reasonably
larger than the non-robust design because there are uncertainties w.r.t. noise covariances {Rvk }k .
9

The worst (minimum) value of the criterion can be found using the results of Appendix C.
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Fig. 6. An illustration of the robustness of the devised robust design method w.r.t. uncertainties of clutter and interference.
Herein, we set ζen,k = {0.09λmax (Rv )}k and show values of M versus ζc,1 .
k

C. Computational complexity
Now we consider the computational complexity of the proposed method. To this end we report the
computational time of the proposed method on a standard PC with CPU CoRe i5 3GHz and 4GB RAM.
Due to the fact that the computational times depend on the employed starting point, the results have
been averaged on 20 random starting points. Table I shows the computational times of the proposed
method for the colocated system and the widely separated one assuming the parameters of subsections
VI-A and VI-B, respectively. For the colocated system, mutual information and J-divergence lead to the
same performance and hence we report the case of mutual information (see Remark 1). It can be seen
that the computational times for the similarity constraint are much higher than other constraints in both
colocated and widely separated systems due to the heavy burden of solving an SDP at each iteration. We
also numerically observed that in the widely separated case, more iterations are required to satisfy the
stopping criterion ξ = 10−4 of Algorithm 1 when compared to the colocated one (specially for energy
and PAR constraints). Such an observation along with the fact that updating the parameters of QCQP in
Theorem 2 is more involved can explain the higher computational times for the widely separated case
comparing to those of the colocated case in the table.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an information theoretic design methodology for the constrained code
design in colocated and widely separated MIMO radar systems. We employed mutual information and
J-divergence criteria to improve detection performance of a moving target in the presence of clutter. The
design problem with various constraints including energy, PAR, and similarity constraint were cast and
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TABLE I
T HE AVERAGE COMPUTATIONAL TIME ( IN SEC .) OF

THE PROPOSED METHOD IN VARIOUS CASES ON A STANDARD

❵❵❵
❵❵❵
Constraint
❵❵❵
Energy
❵❵❵
❵❵❵
System type (Criterion)
❵

PAR

Similarity

Colocated (M)

0.11

0.09

7.87

Widely separated (M)

1.10

0.80

11.14

Widely separated (J )

1.15

0.89

13.46

PC

then a method was devised based on applying minorization-maximization (MaMi) technique to obtain
solutions to the design problem for the colocated and the widely separated systems. Moreover, we extended
the proposed method to be robust w.r.t. uncertainties of a priori knowledge of the clutter/interference.
The effectiveness of the proposed method was illustrated in numerical examples and it was shown that
the system employing the proposed method outperforms other methods. Possible future research topics
include robust code design w.r.t. target Doppler shift.
A PPENDIX A
P ROOF

OF

L EMMA 1

Without loss of generality, we prove the Lemma for the fixed k = 1 in widely separated MIMO systems.
The case of the colocated systems isstraightforward.
 According to the matrix inversion lemma [21], for
B 11 B 12
 and U = [I, 0]T of a proper dimension, we have
the block diagonal matrix B 1,M = 
BH
B
22
12
−1 H −1
, C −1
U H B −1
1 .
1,M U = (B 11 − B 12 B 22 B 12 )

(68)

e 1 ) = log det(I NT + J 1 ). Now, letting Âk = A ⊙ P k and applying
On the other hand, log det(I N + F

the matrix inversion lemma to (I NT + J 1 )−1 we have

H

H

(I NT + J 1 )−1 = I NT − Y H
k Âk (Âk Rsk Âk

+ ARck AH + Rv )−1 Âk Y k = C 1 .

(69)

e 1 ) = log det(U H B −1 U ).
Hence, by using (68), (69), and (34) it is concluded that log det(I N + F
1,M

In order to prove the convexity of the function log det(U H B −1
M U ) w.r.t. B M we resort to the mini-

H
mization property in [29]. More precisely, for a fixed B M , the matrix Ψ⋆ = B 11 − B 12 B −1
22 B 12 (= C 1 )
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is a solution to

f (Ψ, B M ) = log det Ψ−1




Ψ 0
B 11 B 12

.
  BM = 
0 0
BH
B
22
12

min

B M ,Ψ≻0

subject to

(70)

H −1
= U H B −1
Hence, Ψ−1
⋆
M U and we have minΨ f (Ψ, B M ) = log det(U B M U ) that completes the

proof.
A PPENDIX B
P ROOF

OF

L EMMA 2

Using the trace properties, we can write
ℜ{kH υ21 } =ℜ{υ 21 ((I NR ⊗ [A ⊙ P ])b)}
= tr{(I NR ⊗ [A ⊙ P ]) bυ 21 }
=

NR
X

tr {Gkk [A ⊙ P ]}

(with G , bυ 21 )

k=1

=

NR
X
k=1

H
vec(Gkk H ) vec(A ⊙ P )

H

e (p
e⊙a
e)
=g
e.
=gH a

Furthermore, we have

e,
(with g

NR
X

vec(Gkk H ))

k=1


tr{Υ22 Rs } = tr Υ22 (I NR ⊗ [A ⊙ P ])T (I NR ⊗ [A ⊙ P ])H
= tr

NR X
NR
X

[A ⊙ P ]H Υ22,lk [A ⊙ P ]T kl

l=1 k=1

=

NR X
NR
X

(vec[A ⊙ P ])H (T H
kl ⊗ Υ22,lk )vec[A ⊙ P ]

l=1 k=1

=

NR X
NR
X
l=1 k=1

e
=a
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e
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P R P NR H
e.
eH [ N
Similarly, for the term associated with clutter we can write tr {Υ22 Rc } = a
k=1 Qkl ⊗Υ22,lk ]a
l=1
eH H a
e.
Therefore, tr{Υ22 (Rs + Rc )} = a

A PPENDIX C
T HE S OLUTION

TO THE

P ROBLEM

IN

(66)

According to (65),
ARck AH + Rvk  A(R0c,k + ζc,k I NT )AH + R0v,k + ζn,k I N .

Therefore,
H
H
−1
YH
k (A ⊙ P k ) (ARck A + Rvk ) (A ⊙ P k )Y k 
H
0
H
0
−1
YH
k (A ⊙ P k ) [A(Rc,k + ζc,k I NT )A + Rv,k + ζn,k I N ]

(A ⊙ P k )Y k ,

with the equality when
R⋆vk = R0v,k + ζn,k I N ,

R⋆ck = R0c,k + ζc,k I NT ,

(71)
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